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VII 

CONSCIENCE AND CONSCIENTIOUSNES~1 
A. CAMPBELL GARNETT 

PROFESSOR NOWELL-SMITH tells a story of an Oxford don who though~~ 
it his duty to attend Common Room, and did so conscientiously, though;! 
his presence was a source of acute distress both to himself and others':'; 
This story is told in illustration of· a discussion of the question whether'; 
conscientiousness is good without qualification. The philosopher's coni{ 
ment is 'He would have done better to stay at home',. and he reinforces'} 
this view with the historical judgement that 'Robespierre would have~ 
been a better man (quite apart from the qlJ:estion of the harm he did)'~ 
if he had given his conscience a thorough rest and indulged his tast&: 
for roses and sentimental verse'.l The harm, in these cases, he points;' 
out, Seems to spring, in part at least, from the very conscientiousness! 
of these' people, and he concludes that we have no reason for accepting~; 
the principle of the supreme value of conscientiousness and that there!. 
~s no~~~g either self-contradictory or even logically odd in the assertion'~ 
You dunk that you ought to do A, but you would be a better man'; 

if you did B'.2 " 
This judgement, it should be noted, is a moral evalution. 'Bette£jj 

man' here means 'ethically better'. It explicitly excludes 'better' in the~'l 
sense of 'more useful or less harmful to society' in the reference to} 
Robespierre. Further, it is not restricted to the mere right or wrong:; 
of overt acts, saying, for example, that Robespierre would have don~\:: 
less that is objectively wrong if he had atten&d to his roses more andY~ 
his conscience less, for it is a judgement on the moral character of the~ 
man, not merely on that of his overt acts, and moral judgements upo~' 
a man must take account of every feature of his personality concerned;'; 
in the performance of his acts, i.e., his motives, intentions, character,#, 
beliefs, abilities and so forth. What we have here, therefore, is the)~ 

From Insight and Vision, ed. K. Kolenda (Trinity University Press, I966), pp. 7I-83';1: 
Previously published in Rice University Studies, Vol. 5I (I965). Reprinted by' per<: 
mission of Trinity University Press, San Antonio, Texas, and the author. ;'; 

1 P. H. Nowell-Smith, Ethics (London I954), p. 247. ..'. 
2 Ibid., pa 253- .--.f 
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that in some cases where conscientiousness would lead to 
harm than good (as it may do in cases of mistaken moral judge

or other ignorance) a man may be a morally' b~tter man by 
his conscience and doing what he believes he ought not to do. 

not claimed that this will always be trlfe in such cases, and it is 
denied that conscientiousness is to some degree a value. But it is 

that it is the only moral value, or a value with supreme authority 
all others, or that it is an essential feature of all moral value. 

denials are not uncommon among contemporary moralists, but 
i!dl,'~nl[)UJlU be noted that they constitute a rejection of the major tradition 
""ill URn ... philosophy, from Plato to the present day. They also conflict 

the convictions of the common man expressed in such injunctions 
, 'Let your conscience be your guide', 'Do what you yourself believe 

be right, not what others tell you', 'Act on your own convictions', 
,';::'l1,IW:lV~ act ilJ. accord with your own conscience', 'To thine own self 

true'. Conscientiousness is firmness of purpose in seeking to do what 
and to most people it seems to be the very essence of the moral 

and a value or virtue in some sense 'higher' or more important 
any other. Among philosophers this view is notably expressed in 

Butler's doctrine of the 'natural supremacy' of conscience and 
Kant's insistence that there is nothing good in itself, 

iL;iiitrillSi(:ally good, save the good will, and that this consists in the will 
duty for duty'S sake. There are, evidently, some complex 

and confusions involved in these sharply varying positions and to 
them we shall need to begin with an examination of what is 

conscience itself. 

Analysis of Conscience 

'COinS(:lellCe involves both a cognitive and an emotive or motivational 
The cognitive element consists in a set of moral judgements 

'!1<'c:J.HJ,ug,the right or wrong of certain kinds of action or rules of 
however these have been formed. The emotive or motivational 
consists of a tendency to experience emotions of a unique sort 

of the doing of what is believed to be right and a similarly 
sort of disapproval of the doing of-what is believed to be wrong. 

feeling states; it is generally recognized; are noticeably different 
those of mere liking or disliking and also from feelings of aesthetic 

and disapproval (or aesthetic appreciation) and from feelings 
and the reverse aroused by non-moral activities and 

They can become particularly acute, moving and even distressing, 
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in the negative and reflexive form of moral disapproval of one's OWI1~~ 
actions and motives, the sense of guilt and shame. In this form (indeed;:~~ 
in both forms) they may have some notably irrational manifestationsj~l 
but the sense of shame also has a very valuable function as an inhi~P~~ 
tory motive upon the person who contemplates the possibility of d6ing:J.i 
what he believes to be wrong. .}1~ 

These are the commonly recognized aspects of conscience, and they?') 
frequently function quite uncritically. Because of this uncritical emotivd1~ 
reaction conscience all too frequently moves people to approve or dis+~ 
approve actions and rules concerning which adequate reflection wouldBi 
lead to a very different verdict, and sometimes it afflicts people with a;~ 
quite irrational sense of guilt. These deplorable effects of some mani";;~ 
festations of conscience are a large part of the reason for its devaluatiom'~ 
in the judgement of many modern moralists. What thesethinkerst~; 

_ rightly deplore is the uncritical emotive reaction which the person who:"1 
• experiences it calls his conscience, particularly when the emotive elemenf);li 

in it inhibits any critical activity of the cognitive element. But it';!! 
is not necessary, and it is not usually the case, --that the emotive element";) 
in conscience stifles the critical, and there is no justification for jumping;'!! 
to the 'conclu~ion that conscience should be ignored. For critical ethical'?': 
thinkin~ is·its·elf usually conscientiousness, and conscience can be trained~~j 
to be habitually critical. .;;~ 

For clarity of thinking on this question we need to distinguish!~\1 
between the critical and the traditional conscience. The latter is un~~.)\ 
critical. Here the emotive element attaches to moral ideas accepted froni"it 
the tradition without critical re-evaluation ,of them. Its strength lies i#:~ 
this perpetuation of tradition, but this is also the, source of its errors. Itt; 
is this blind by emotive perpetuation of an outgrown and mistake~_~ 
tradition that contemporary critics of the supreme evaluation ofcon~~ 
science, for the most part, are concerned to deplore. And thus far they.?fc 
are right. But one would be unfair to such critics if one were not t~~ 
recognize that their efforts to' point out the errors of the traditional"e~ 
usually also conscientious and are not merely the echoing of anothd~ 
tradition. Sometimes their critical ideas are boldly new and very~ 
commonly they are presented with persistent and painstaking care an~i 
in spite of personal cost. Nietzsche and Marx, Schweitier and Gandhi;'i 
as well as Robespierre, were thoroughly conscientious men. Their idea.~l 
were new but were held with great emotive strength and tenacity., Tb:~ 
same is true of the prophets of Israel and the great moral innovat6r~1 
of other religions. Indeed, the outstanding examples of conscientioli~JJ 
men are not the mere sustainers of a tradition but the thinkers wH6~~ 

':o",r; 
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!iIry to improve the tradition. 
iii This fact of the vitality of the critical conscience shows the super
?fi:ci:l.lity of Freud's identification of it with the super-ego and of the 
1iexplanation of it as an after-effect of early social conditioning, as put 
~torward by many psychologists and sociologists, and uncritically 
14dopted by many philosophers. On this view the moral judgements 
fcwhich tend to arouse spontaneous emotions of approval or disapproval; 
;:shame and guilt; are those which we learned to make in our childhood 
;;iffid which we then heard expressed by those around us accompanied 
~h strong manifestations of moral approval and disapproval. The child; 
i;it is pointed out, must naturally assimilate the tendency to feel similar 
j',Pnotions whenever he himself makes a moral judgement, and this 
~~motive tendency remains with him in adult life together with the 
fttendency to frame and express such judgements. Conscience. is then 
~~aid to be simply the inward echo of the emotionally expressed judge-
1ii'!J.ents of our childhood social environment. This may be accepted as 
~'part of the explanation of the emotive element in the uncritical tradi
~tti6nal conscience, but as an explanation of how men come to feel the 
~\qay they do about the results of their own original critical thinking, 
!iiind of the motivational drive conscientiously to do original critical 
~~thical thinking, it is woefully inadequate. 
~:i·~·It is not difficult to see how the cognitive element in conscience, the 
:~jhdgement of right and wrong, becomes critical. To some extent it must 
~\~'e so from the beginning. A favourite word in every child's vocabulary ns :'Why?' And especially does he ask for reasons when told that he 
Ilipught to do something he does not want to do. If moral injunctions 
~ilire accepted as such on mere authority it is because it is implicitly 
~%i:1ieved that the authority has good reasons for issuing them, or else 
~}bat the demand' or example of this authority is in itself a sufficient 
~lteason for obedience or conformity, as with kings and deities. Apart 
~!~rom authority, reasons for'moral rules have to be found in their rele
~%ance to the needs and security and peace of the community and the 
~~vvell-being of the person himself. But always, it is a distinguishing mark 
lhf a moral rule that it is one for which it is believed that reasons can be 
~~iven. Critical thinking about m~r~l rules is ther.efo:e stin:ulated w~en-

I
'~ver the reasons presented seem madequate, begmnmg with the child's 
,~;Why?' and whenever there is a conflict of rules. . 
·jltThis critical thinking at first accepts as its basic principles the sort of 
l~~asons customarily given for moral rules and injunctions-the traditions 
~~t the tribe, its peace, security, prosperity and honour, revelations from 

. ;~!ivine sources, and so forth. But at a higher level of critical thinking 
·~{t 
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conflicts are found between these basic principles themselves, and ma#:)j 
is directed to the philosophical task of thinking out the most basic d~B 
all principles-if any such can be found. The search may end in scepti:~i;l 
cism and confusion, but so long as the thinker is prepared to accept~ 
any reason at all as a reason why something 'ought' (in the ethical~~ 
sense) to be done he also feels conscientiously constrained to do that.?, 
which his search for reasons has led him to believe that he ought t¢~;; 
dci. Further, the experience of finding reasons for rejecting old views:!) 
and accepting new ones impresses upon him the need and value of:'~ 
the search. Thus, so long as he recognizes any moral reasons at all;:; 
he must recognize a duty of continued critical examination of mOfat2i 
ideas. The critical conscience thus becomes its own stimulus to furthet;:& 
critical thinking: Conscience takes the form of the firm conviction, not3 
merely that one ought to do what one believes one ought to do, still;;! 
less that one ought to do without question what one has been taught;; 
one ought to do, but that one ought to think for oneself as to what'i:; 
one really ought to do and then. act on on~s own convictions. And,,Ji 
the emotive drive is apt to attach itself as firmly. to this last formulatiori'f 
of the cognitive element in conscience as ever it does to the other tw.oA: 

".(. 




